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SUMMARY 
The tendency f or the j et engi ne t o cont inue to rotate after c r ash 
present s the probabili ty that crash- spi lled combustibles suspended in 
the a ir or puddled on the ground at the engine inlet may be sucked into 
the engi ne . Studies with jet engines operating on a test stand and full-
scale crashes of turbojet-powered airplanes showed that combustibles 
drawn into the engine in thi s way igni te explosively within the engine. 
Flame s t hat could set the major fire appear at the engine tailpipe and 
often at the inlet when this explosive ignition occurs. This ignition 
may occur on the hot metal of the engine interior even after the combus -
tor flame is extinguished and the engine is coasting to rest. 
Experiment showed that the gas flow through the engine i s too rapi d 
to permi t the ignition of ingested combustibles on the hot metal in con-
tact with the main gas s tream. Ignition will occur on those hot surfaces 
not in the main gas stream . A portion of the engine airflow is diverted 
for cooling and ventilation to these zones where the gas moves slowly 
enough for ignition to occur . 
The limited extent of the hot-metal zones that may start a fire per-
mitted an approach to inerting the engine that involved the simultaneous 
initiation of the following actions immediately upon crash impact : (1) 
Shut off fuel flow to engine; (2) spray coolant (water) on those hot sur-
faces found to be ignition sources; (3) disconnect airplane electrical 
system at the battery and generator . 
The effectiveness of thi s approach was evaluated by crashing air-
planes powered by jet engines. Pylon-mounted engines attached to the 
wings were used to simulate airplanes with exposed pod nacelles. Fight-
ers represented airplane types whose engines are contained within the 
main airplane structure. The quantity of water required as a coolant 
ranged from 9 to 12 gallons for each engine} depending on the engine and 
the length of the attached tailpipe. No fires occurred in six crashes 
in which the inerting system was usedo The two airplanes crashed with-
out protection caught fire . 
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INTRODUCTION 
NACA research on the origin of crash fires) begun in 1949) has been 
extended to include jet aircraft . The work performed with jet aircraft 
follows an extensive program with piston- engine airplanes (ref. 1) docu-
mented with motion pictures (ref . 2) . The objective of this work is to 
learn how turbojet crash fires start and to study means for reducing 
their likeli hood . This report discusses the results of the study and 
describes a method developed to reduce the probability of such crash 
fires . 
Since jet airplanes have the same gross configuration and assort-
ment of components as piston- engine a i rplanes) much of what was learned 
about the start of crash fires in pi ston-engine airplanes applies to the 
turbojet . In the jet phase of the research new elements of the problem) 
peculiar to the jet airplane ) were emphasized . These include the jet 
engine) jet fuel) i ncreased fuel Quantity) and differences in fuel loca-
tion . Of these new elements) the jet engine is most important. I gni -
tion hazards presented by friction and electrostatic sparks) electrical 
arcs and sparks ) and air heaters remain substantially the same for piston-
engine and jet air planes . Some safety advantage is obtained from the 
lower volatili ty of jet fuels ) but some of this advantage is counter-
acted by the increased Quantit y of fuel and its broader distribution 
on the air plane . 
I n this report i nterest is centered on the part the turbojet engine 
plays in setti ng crash fires . Because of the knowledge gained about com-
busti ble spi l l age and movement in crashes with piston- engine airplanes ) 
this combustible spillage could be simulated for a jet engine on a test 
stand . Therefore ) the crash- f i re hazard presented by the jet engine 
could be assessed by t est- stand studies . At appropriate times) airplanes 
with jet engines were crashed to veri fy important results obtained on 
the test stand. 
MECHANI SM OF TURBOJET-AIRCRAFT CRASH FIRE 
The start of a crash fire involves three major steps : movement of 
the crash- spill ed combustibles to an ignition source) ignition of the 
combustible at the source) and spread of fire to the main body of fuel 
on the airplane . The movement of crash-spilled fuel to ignition zones 
and the spread of the fire were observed in the work with piston engines 
and are reported in detai l in reference 1. There remains) then) the 
matter of understanding how the turbojet acts as an ignition source. 
In or der t o observe how crash fires start with jet aircraft) two 
experimental full-scale crashes were conducted with turbojet aircraft 
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having different engine installations. One of the aircraft was a C-82 
airplane . The piston engines normally carried were replaced with a 
J35 engine pylon-mounted to each wing to simulate a bomber - type engine 
installation. The airplane with turbojets is ,shown in figure 1. A 
fighter-type engine installation was represented by an F-84 airplane 
whose engine is submerged in its fuselage . 
These crashes simulated takeoff or landing accidents) which occur 
at low airplane speed where the chance for human survival of the crash 
impact is high. In the experimental C-82 crash, turbojets accelerated 
the airplane from rest to a speed of about 90 miles per hour along a 
1700- foot runway. A crash abutment (ref. 3) at the end of the runway 
was arranged to rip off the landing gear) while a pair of poles on each 
side of the wing tore open the fuel tanks containing 1000 gallons of 
JP-4 fuel. 
The appearance of the airplane as it struck the barrier is shown 
in figure 2(a). The cloud of fuel mist (liquid droplets suspended in 
air) that appeared when fuel spillage occurred while the airplane was 
in motion is evident at the breach in both wings (fig. Z(b)). Red dye 
in the fuel accounts for the bright color of the fuel cloud. As the 
crashed airplane Slowed) the fuel mist moved forward of the wing and 
reached the air inlet on the left engine (fig. 2(c)). A strong cross 
wind swept the fuel mist away from the engine on the right wing. 
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Fuel mist ingested by the left engine was ignited somewhere within 
the engine. The ignited fuel mist produced the flames at the tailpipe 
and inlet shown in figure 2(d). These exposed engine flames ignited the 
fuel spilling from the wing (fig. 2(e)). The flame spread through this 
fuel to the wing to produce the stable fire shown in figure 2(1) . 
The F-84 fighter (fig . 3)) carrying its turbojet submerged in the 
fuselage structure) caught fire in a similar crash. In this crash the 
fuel that entered the engine inlet was spilled from a fuselage tank ad-
jacent to the engine-inlet duct. Arrangements for ensuring the failure 
of this tank in the crash are shown in figure 4. A driving strut was 
attached at one end to the nose wheel strut. The free end of the driv-
ing strut carried a spear-like tank cutter aimed at the fuselage fuel 
tank) whose wall is adjacent to that of the air duct. When the nose 
wheel strut failed rearward in crash) the driving strut cut the duct 
and tank walls. Fuel in liquid form poured into the air duct and was 
drawn into the engine. 
A crash of the F-84 is shown in the sequence in figure 5. Upon 
passing through the crash barrier the airplane flew over a ditch toward 
rising ground. The fuel spilled from the damaged wing tanks in mist 
form and moved to the rear of the airplane (fig. 5(a)), which was travel-
ing about 100 miles per hour. When the nose gear collapsed upon contact 
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with the ground) the fuselage fuel tank was pierced. Fuel poured from 
this tank into the engine- inlet duct. Ignition of this fuel within the 
engine provided a succession of flame puffs i ssuing from the tailpipe) 
one of which is shown in figure 5(b). These flame puffs moved into the 
wake of the airplane and continued to burn as isolated masses . Fuel 
spilling from the wing was ignited by these flames at the rear of the 
airplane (fig. 5(c)) . The resulting fire moved forward through the fuel 
spilling from the wing and reached the slowing airplane to produce the 
fire shown in figure 5(d). 
The fire that occurred in these crashes of the cargo airplane with 
externally mounted engines and the fighter with a submerged engine 
showed that fuel ingested with the engine air can ignite within the en-
gine . The flames produced may reach out of the engine tailpipe and in-
let to ignite combustibles spilled around the crashed airplane. 
ROLE OF TURBOJET ENGINE IN SETTING CRASH FIRES 
The crash fires just described show that the turbojet plays a three-
fold role in setting the crash fires . First) because the turbojet has 
no propeller to strike the ground and stop the engine rotation when crash 
occurs ) the turbojet continues to operate. The large air mass flow into 
the engine is drawn from a broad zone ahead of the engine inlet. Com-
bustibles spilled into this zone are sucked into the engine with this 
air. This ingestion of combustibles is the first step leading to the 
start of fire by the engine. Second, combustibles drawn into the en-
gine as li~uid are well mixed with air by the compressor. Wetting of 
the compressor blades, particularly those of the rotor) promotes the 
evaporati on of the li~uid combustible in the air. Evaporation is further 
promoted by the heating of the air in the compressor. The ingested fuel, 
favorably conditioned for ignition, then moves into zones in the hot end 
of the engine containing combustor flame and metal above the ignition 
temperature of petroleum fuels , where ignition occurs. Third) the re-
sulting flame propagates out of the engine to spread the fire. 
Even if a pylon-mounted engine is torn free in a crash, its essen-
tial role in setting fires is unchanged . The normal fuel flow to the 
combustor is cut off upon engine separation, but the kinetic energy 
stored in the rotor maintains the compressor airflow. The inlet air ve-
locity remains high enough for about 5 seconds after combustor fuel cut-
off for appreciable entrainment of spilled combustibles with the inlet 
air. The probability of fuel ingestion is increased when the engine 
tumbles into the fuel deposited under or behind the airplane. 
A turbojet disintegrating in a crash could scatter hot-metal parts 
and burning combustor fuel into fuel-wetted areas. The resulting fire 
l 
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hazard is obvious and is not considered a subject for research. Exper-
ience gained in experimental crashes of turbojet aircraft in this and 
related programs has shown that there is little likelihood that the en-
gine will come apart in a crash impact that is survivable. In no cas e 
did the engine break in crashes involving a total of 23 engines, yet 
some of these crashes produced airplane decelerations well beyond human 
endurance. 
The characteristics of the engine as a source of ignition received 
the most attention in this work. Understanding the ignition process 
within the engine was considered the key to any useful approach to re-
ducing this crash-fire hazard . 
Fuel Ingestion 
5 
An operating turbojet draws its air from a stream tube of diameter 
less than that of the engine inlet when the airplane i s flying. When 
the engine is moving with low forward speed on the ground, the static 
pressure at the inlet is les s than atmospheric and the stream-tube diam-
eter is greater than the engine-inlet diameter. This condition exists 
when the airplane s lows in crash. Thi s s tream tube broadens further i f 
the engine comes close to the ground as the airplane breaks up. 
Liquid combustibles spr ayed into areas of low velocity in the inlet 
stream tube may drop to the ground before they reach the engine inlet. 
Liquid suspended in air (mi s t) entering the same zones is drawn into the 
inlet. Streams or jets of liquid combustibles projected into the high-
velocity air within a few inlet diameters of the engine are also drawn 
into the inlet. As the velocity of the inlet air decreases with engine 
rotation, the distance at which ingestion of these streams or jets occurs 
shortens correspondingly. 
Liquid fuel may be sucked into the engine from pools of fuel on the 
ground in front of the inlet. If the engine is on the ground, this fuel 
is drawn into the engine wi t h the inlet air. If the engine is above the 
ground, a vortex that sometimes develops at the inlet and extends to the 
ground may raise liquid fuel from the ground into the intake airstream 
(ref. 4). Also, fuel stored in tanks adjacent to engine air-intake ducts 
could pour into the duct when walls separating them are breached. 
Evaporation of liquid pools of fuel or fuel from wetted surfaces is 
a relatively slow process. This is particularly true for jet fuels with 
volatilities lower than aviation gasoline. Therefore, the vapors emanat-
ing from liquid fuel, spilled in the zone of influence of the inlet 
stream tube, rarely will be sufficient to produce a combustible mixture 
with the large mass airflow into the engine. Usually, ignitable 
_ J 
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concentrations of combustibles will enter the engine only when liquids 
are ingested . These liquids may be in solid streams or mist form. 
Engine I gnition Sources 
The two principal engine ignition sources } com9ustor flames and 
hot -metal surfaces } are suff i ciently different in their behavior to merit 
separate discussion. These differences relate to the time these sources 
persist after crash} the manner in which ignition occurs} and the mode 
of propagati on of the resulti ng fire out of the engine. 
Combustor flames . - If normal combustor fuel flow continues after 
crash} the combustor flame persists as long as fuel remains in the tank. 
Combustibles ingested with the engine intake air are ignited immediately 
upon contact with thi s flame . Since this ingested fuel enters the com-
bustor through air openings in its liner} which extend to the downstream 
end of the combustor } the burning of this fuel is not completed in the 
combustor . The fuel continues to burn in the tailpipe downstream of the 
turbine . Exposed flames that could start the crash fire might appear at 
the tailpipe exit} particularly if the tailpipe i s short . Ignition of 
the ingested fuel -air mixture will occur even if it is somewhat leaner 
than the conventional lower combustible l imit} because it is intimately 
mixed with the combustor flame . 
I f the fuel flow to the combustor is cut off by intent or accident} 
the main combustor flame is extinguished at once. However} the fuel 
manifold continues to drain slowly through the lower fuel nozzles to 
support small adjacent residual fires . These fires were observed in 
test - stand engine studies through windows in the combustor . The flames 
were visible up to 8 seconds after combustor fuel shutoff when the en-
gine was operated at rated sea- level conditions . The ignition hazard 
provided by these residual flames compares with that of the full combus-
tor flame . However, the i ngested fuel would have to produce mixtures 
within the conventional combustible limits for the small residual flames 
to produce ignition . 
Flames originating within the engine may also appear at the engine 
inlet as observed in figure 2(d). The appearance of this inlet flame may 
be explained in the follOwing way. Burning of ingested fuel in the com-
bustor flame reduces the turbine-inlet gas density. A higher pressure in 
the combustor is required to pass the gas through the turbine. When an 
abrupt change in over-all combustor fuel-air ratio is provided by the 
ingested fuel} the pressure in the combustor required to pass the combustor 
gas through the turbine may exceed the capability of the compressor at 
the existing rotor speed. The compressor flow may stall before the tur-
bine can accelerate the rotor to a speed that will provide the necessary 
pressure. At this moment the combustor flame may propagate upstream 
through t he ingested combustible mixture that fills the stalled compres-
sor and exit at the engine inlet. 
~ I 
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Hot-metal surfaces . - If combustor fuel shutoff is provided upon 
crash and residual flames are avoided, the hot engine metal may be a po-
tential i gnitor . Consequently, the temperatures of characteristi c en-
gine parts downstream of the compressor were measured on test-stand en-
gines at locations shown in figure 6 for a period following combustor 
fuel shutoff . Thermocouples reading temperatures on rotating engine 
parts were connected to recorders through slip rings on the engine shaft. 
Maximum temperatures obtained with the J47 and J35 engines running 
on the test stand were comparable (fi g . 7). Temperatures of similar lo-
cations in the J30 engine) which are not given here) were also comparable 
to those recorded on the J4 7 and J 35 engines. 
The engine metal temperatures aft of the compressor are discussed 
in detail in appendix A. These temperature measurements showed that all 
the metal downstream of the compressor was above the laboratory measured 
ignition temperature of jet fuels and lubricants. These parts were at 
dangerous temperatures for varying periods of time after the combustor 
fuel was shut off . However, temperature alone is an insufficient meas-
ure of the ignition potential of a hot surface . 
In contrast with flame ignition, which is instantaneous in terms of 
time intervals significant in this problem, ignition of combustible at-
mospheres by hot surfaces is not instantaneous. An appreciable contact 
time is required between the combustible atmosphere and the hot surface 
in order for ignition to occur . The contact time required for ignition 
on hot surfaces has been the subject of some recent experiments. Un-
fortunately , much of the experimental data on ignition of combustible 
atmospheres flowing over hot surfaces was obtained with single-
constituent hydrocarbon fuels under conditions that hardly apprOximate 
those in a jet engine . Some data obtained with jet fuels , however , show 
the important trends and the orders of magnitude involved. 
The relation between surface temperature and contact time required 
for ignition is shown by data given in figure 8(a) for JP-4 fuel (refs. 
5 and 6 and unpublished NACA data) . Two main trends are evident . (1) The 
required contact time decreases with increasing surface temperature. (2) 
When the combustible atmosphere is at high pressure, which exists within 
an engine during the initial stages of a crash, ignition is possible at a 
lower surface temperature for a given contact time. As the pressure 
decreases to atmospheric, ignition occurs at higher temperatures for a 
particular contact time . 
The corresponding curves for kerosene and 115/145 and 100/130 avia-
tion gasolines (refs. 7 and 8) show the same trends as the curves for 
JP-4 fuel (fig . 8(b)) . The fact that a contact time of more than 0 .1 
second is required to ignite a combustible atmosphere of JP-4 fuel on a 
10000 F surface and a combustible atmosphere of gasoline on a 14000 F 
surface is important in the problem being investigated herein. 
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A s t udy of the gas velocity through the hot zones of the engine in 
the main gas stream showed that combustibles pass through these zones 
t oo rapidly to ignite. This is true for approximately 20 seconds follow-
ing engine combus tor fuel shutoff. After this period) the probability 
of fuel ingestion i s quite low. The engine temperature and velocity 
data used in this study are di scussed in appendix B for the J 35 engine. 
In these studies t he engine temperature and air velocity data provided 
in figures 9 and 10 were used . Similar studies which led to the same 
result were made for the J30 and J4 7 engines . The method of analysis 
discussed in appendix B provide s a first apprai sal of the possibility of 
ignition of ingested combustibles by components in the main gas stream . 
While the analysis showed the J 30 ) J 35 ) and J4 7 engines safe in 
this regard) it i s ~onceivable that ) with larger engines ) ignition on 
the hot metal i n the main gas stream may be possible . The longer compo-
nents of the larger engines provide a longer transit time for t he com-
bustible atmosphere moving by . Minimum contact times for ignition may 
then exist for components in the main gas stream. The method discussed 
in appendix B is useful in determining when thi s may occur . 
While i gnition by hot surfaces is unlikely in the main gas streams 
of the engines studied) there are other zones in the engine where hot-
metal i gnition is likely . The hot -metal ignition zones within the en-
gines studied were found to be in those areas where the gas velocity is 
less than that of the main gas stream. A small portion of the engine 
gas flow is diverted to hot zones in the engine where sufficient contact 
time for ignition exists. The quantity of gas diverted is sometimes un-
known) and the geometry of the flow in the diversion zones i s uncertain. 
For these reasons the peri od over which these diversion zones were haz -
ardous was difficult to define based upon an analysis involving surface 
temperature and contact time . 
The ignition zones were identified in test- stand engines by the 
method discussed in detail in appendix C. The technique employed in-
volved the use of fuel sprays local to the engine zone suspected as an 
ignition source . Following engine operation at rated conditions for a 
time sufficient to establish temperature equilibrium) the fuel flow to 
the combustor was turned off and the fuel spray was turned on local to 
the zone under study. The fuel flow was programmed to maintai n a com-
bustible atmosphere in the zone. If ignition occurred) inerting means 
were installed to prevent the ignition in subsequent tests of upstream 
zones . By starting at the downstream end of the engine and proceeding 
upstream in this way) each ignition zone was identified and inerted in 
turn . As a final check after all the zones were inerted) fuel was in-
jected into the main gas stream to determine whether ignition would 
occur . In this manner) ignition zones were found on the combustor 
liner) transition liner) turbine and inner-cone base diaphragm) and 
tailcone and tailpipe (fig . 11) . 
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Combustor liner: The ignition zone found on the combustor liner 
was the dome) which lies close to the primary combustion zone . The metal 
adjacent to the dome is heated by the combustor flame and attains unsafe 
temperatures in spite of the cooling provided by the adjacent air. Also) 
in this region the engine air is caused to recirculate by design to pro-
vide a zone of low transitional speed and promote good combustion. Both 
the hot metal of the combustor liner adjacent to the dome and the resid-
ual flames previously discussed make this zone particularly hazardous. 
The size of this zone is difficult to define) since it depends on the 
air temperature at the compressor outlet, the combustor deSign, and the 
ignition characteristics of the combustibles sucked into the engine. 
Transition liner: The outside surface of the transition liner, 
which joins the combustor to the turbine, is another ignition zone . A 
small quantity of air flows continuously from the combustor over the 
outer surface of the transition liner. Combustibles sucked into the en-
gine inlet are brought to the outside surface of the liner with this air. 
In some engines this air is drawn through the hollow turbine nozzle vanes 
for cooling . These vanes are at the same high temperature as the transi-
tion liner and must be counted as an ignition source in this engine zone. 
Turbine: The cavity containing the turbine wheel is a zone of low 
gas velocity. The combustibles sucked into the engine inlet are delivered 
to each face of the turbine wheel with the cooling a ir drawn from the 
higher compressor stages . This air moves slowly enough along the turbine 
wheel faces for ignition to occur . 
Inner cone: Combus tible atmospheres delivered to the turbine wheel 
from the compressor can enter the interior of the inner cone through 
vent holes. In some engines these vent holes are located at the base of 
the tailcone as shown in figure 12 . The plane of the inner-cone base is 
parallel to the turbine wheel . Combustibles entering t he cone could ig-
nite on the hot walls of i ts quiescent interior. The sli ght damage to 
the base diaphragm, indicated in the figure, followed ignition in the in-
terior. The resulting flame might ignite the combustible atmosphere 
streaming through the engine to produce the dangerous flames at the en-
gine inlet and tailpipe shown in figure 13. 
Tailcone and tailpipe: The ignition zones located at the combustor 
dome) the outside surface of t he transition liner) the hollow turbine 
nozzle vanes , the turbine wheel) and the inner tailcone were all that 
were found within these engines. Experiments showed that fires could 
also be obtained when fuels or lubricants contacted the outside surface 
of the tailcone and tailpipe. The fire produced by jet fuel on an en-
gine tailpipe is shown in figure 14. For engines having a pres sure ratio 
of 5 or less) the unsafe exterior surface extends from the turbine case 
to the tailpipe exit. 
- -1 
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CRASH-FIRE INERTING SYSTEM FOR TURBOJET AIRPLANES 
If fuel ingestion could be prevented} then a study of the engine 
ignition would not be necessary . A review of possible methods and means 
for employing closures at the inlet} outlet} or within the engine to 
prevent fuel ingestion on crash indicated little hope for this approach . 
Unacceptable wei ght and complexity were required in the closure equip-
ment necessary to meet the stringent specifications of fast actuation 
and strength to support the pressure differences developed by the 
compressor . 
Previous crash research with piston-engine airplanes showed that a 
marked reduction in the cr ash-fir e hazard could be realized by control-
ling potential ignition sources \ref . 1). Most of the ignition sources 
carried on the airplane are associated with the electrical system and 
the engine . By de - energizing the electrical system and inerting the en-
gine i gnition zones upon crash} most of the fire hazard is overcome . 
The electrical system can be de - energized by opening the generator 
and battery circuits. The armatures of main electrical components like-
ly to generate dangerous voltages as they coast to a stop are grounded 
close to these components . In thi s way these armatures are brought to 
a rapid s top} and the length of electrical wiring at dangerous voltages 
is shortened considerably . I gnition sources associated with the engine 
consist of combustor flames and hot engine metal discussed previously . 
Combustor Flames 
I n crash the combustor flame can be put out by shutting off the 
combustor fuel flow . Residual combustor flames can be avoided if the 
fuel manifold can be vented to an overboard drain at the time the mai n 
fue l vane is closed. Dribbling of fuel from the nozzles into the com-
bustors is avoided in this way . 
Hot Engine Metal 
The problem of inerting the hot engine metal was solved during the 
search for these dangerous zones. The method employed for locating ig-
nition zones within the engine} described in appendix C} involved the 
inerti ng of known ignition zones as the search for others proceeded. 
Water, applied to the dangerous hot surfaces, was chosen as the inerting 
agent, because its high heat of vaporization made possible the cooling 
of ignition zones with small quantities. A blanket of steam generated 
by the water evaporating from the hot surfaces inerted these zones, thus 
preventing ignition while the surfaces cooled to safe temperatures. 
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The quantities of water required to inert the separate ignition 
zones within the J30, J35, and J47 engines are shown in table I. These 
quantities do not represent minimums but provide for a margin of safety. 
The water quantities listed cover all of a given class of components. 
For example , the 3 gallons of water for the J35 combustor include the 
eight combustors carried on each engine. The time duration of the water 
flow i s given as well . 
Combustor . - The method of i ntroducing the water into each J4 7 com-
bustor is shown in figure 15 . A toroidal water manifold surrounded each 
fuel nozzle . Eight O.082- inch holes on the downstream face of the mani -
fold directed water at the combustor dome and its louvers leading into 
the combustion space. A continuous circumferential slot, O.020-inch 
wide, on the perimeter of the manifold provided a sheet of water spread-
ing radially . This water was directed downstream by the airflow to im-
pinge and wash along the outside surfaces of the combustor liner. The 
3 gallons of water delivered to the combustors of the J35 and J47 en-
gines were divided equally among the combustors. The water discharge 
lasted for 3 seconds. 
Transition liner . - Water was delivered to each transition liner in 
a fan- shaped sheet from nozzles arranged as shown in figure 16. Adequate 
cooling was obtained with three nozzles for each liner by directing the 
water at glancing incidence to the outside surfaces of the transition 
liner . One pint of water was discharged onto each transition liner of 
the J 35 and J47 engines . 
The water applied to the transition liner was sufficient to fill 
the hollow turbine-inlet guide vanes with steam for the 14 seconds the 
water flowed. During this period the space was inerted with steam. No 
additional water for the turbine vanes was required, since the main gas 
stream through the engine cooled the vanes to safe temperature in this 
time. 
Turbine and inner- cone base diaphragm. - Cooling water to the tur-
bine was applied as shown in figure 17. Several streams of water issued 
from the water ring manifold at the hub and spread centrifugally over 
the rotating wheel. The J35 and J47 engines contained an inner-cone 
base diaphragm that was hot enough to be dangerous. Cooling was ef-
fected by discharging an additional gallon of water over a 5-second 
period on the downstream face of the turbine wheel through the turbine 
cooling air tube (fig. 17). A portion of this water rebounded from the 
spinning wheel and sprayed onto the base diaphragm. 
Because the turbine wheel had large mass and thickness, reheating 
of the wheel surface to unsafe temperatures occurred after the applied 
cooling water was expended. An example of the reheating of the hottest 
_J 
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part of the wheel is shown in figure 18. In early experiments, when 2 
gal lons of water wer e sprayed over a 2- second period onto the aft face 
of the turbine at the hub , the surface temperat ure dropped rapidly to 
the boiling temper ature of water (curve A, fig . 18) . Shortly after the 
water was expended, the surface of the wheel reheated by conduction 
from the hot int er ior . Unsafe temper ature s above 6000 F were estab -
lished in less than 7 seconds . In or der to avoid r eheating to unsafe 
temper atures, t he wat er dis charge period was extended to 30 seconds . 
Exper iments indicat ed that the quantity of water necessary could be 
reduced f r om 2 t o 1 gallon for each face of the turbine disk . The 
wheel temper atures obtained ar e shown by curve B on figure 18 . The 
time inter val befor e r eheating began was increased from 3 to 20 sec -
onds . Reheating to temperatures above 6000 F occurred after 27.5 
seconds, at whi ch t ime , however, the chance for fuel ingestion was 
remote . 
This problem of reheating must always be considered in the use of 
water for cooling unsafe zones . The chance for fuel ingestion by the 
engine is greatest just before the airplane comes to rest in the first 
5 seconds after crash i mpact . At this time fuel spilling from torn 
tanks has its broadest distribution forward of the wings in areas ad-
jacent to the engines . Reheati ng after this time is not as serious with-
in the engine as it would be on the outside surfaces which could be 
wetted by fuel that continues to drip and flow around the engine after 
the airplane comes to rest . 
I nner cone . - The cavity of the inner cone was inerted by diluting 
the air with steam produced by the evaporation of water from spray noz -
zles within the inner cone . The initial water flow rate to the inner-
cone cavity should be rapid enough to reduce the oxygen concentration 
within the cavity below 10 percent in 1 second . This was the approxi -
mate time latitude that exi sted between the start of fuel ingestion in 
the engine inlet and the entrance of dangerous amounts of fuel into the 
tailcone . The effectiveness of these arrangements was enhanced by di -
recting the water sprays at the openings through which the fuel could 
enter . In this way t he steam diluted the air local to the fuel enter-
ing the inner cone and provided protection, while the steam concentra-
tion developed throughout the cavity. The chamber was maintained inert 
until its walls were cooled to safe temperatures by the main gas stream . 
For engine cavities having the low ventilation rates found in the inner 
tai lc one , the quantity of water required for protection could be calcu-
lated from the volume of the cavity and volumes of steam generated per 
unit mass of water. Allowance was made, of course, for steam loss due 
to ventilation . 
For the J35 engine, which has an inner- cone volume of 5.8 cubic 
feet, 0 . 35 gallon of water was required to provide an inert atmosphere. 
In contrast, the inner cone of the J30 engine, which has no base dia-
phragm and contains a volume of only approximately 0 . 7 cubic foot, re-
quired 0 . 2 gallon of water to achieve an inert atmosphere. This 
U1 
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relatively larger amount of water was necessary because of the higher 
ventilation rates existing in the open-base inner cone of the J30 engine. 
Tailcone and tailpipe. - The uniform distribution and efficient 
utilization of the cooling water on the tailcone and tailpipe posed some 
problems . Because the tailcone and tailpipe were circular in section 
and mounted with the axis horizontal, an unduly large number of water 
sprays had to be used to obtain complete wetting of the outside surface. 
The tendency of the water sprayed on the tailpipe to form thin rivulets 
reduced the area wetted by each spray . Water sprayed on the tailpipe 
above the equator provided rivulets that ran by gravity to the equator 
where they dripped off. Water sprayed on the tailpipe below the equator 
dripped off the tailpipe a short distance from the impingement area. 
Effective water distribution and wetting was promoted by wrapping a 
100-mesh stainles s-steel screen around the entire exhaust system . This 
screen was spot-welded to t he tailcone and tailpipe. Water sprayed on 
the screen penetrated to the surface of the tailpipe and tailcone. The 
screen promoted wetting and discouraged the formation of rivulets. 
Water distribution over the screen- cove~ed exhaust system was pro-
vided by a network of flattened tubes mounted axially in contact with 
the screen . Water sprayed through orifices drilled into the flattened 
side of the manifold facing the tailcone and tailpipe. The discharge 
orifices were 0.040 inch in diameter and spaced so that each would dis -
tribute water over approximately 50 square inches. Additional holes 
were drilled where experiment showed them to be necessary to provide uni -
form wetting . The tubes were also covered with ribbons of stainless -
steel screen and spaced around the tailcone and tailpipe in order to pro-
vide a uniform water distribution . Three circular water manifolds 
connected the tubes to form a single interconnected unit. This water 
system is shown partially installed on the J35 tailpipe in figure 19. 
Some of the flattened manifolds , which are uncovered, are visible. The 
waffled appearance of the screen was produced by two sets of mutually 
perpendicular grooves that were rolled into the screen . These grooves 
permitted the screen to be tightly wound to the tailpipe and yet allowed 
water to flow under the screen . 
Direct water sprays were provided through orifices and nozzles 
placed on the local circular manifolds in order to provide cooling of 
the massive flanges joining the tailcone to the engine and the tailpipe 
to the tailcone . 
The quantity of water required for cooling the tailcone and tail-
pipe (table I) depended upon its diameter and length and the thickness 
of the metal . For the J35 engine with a long tailcone and tai lpipe 
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(157 in.) sized for the F- 84 airplane) ~ gallons of water were required. 
Two gallons of water were re~uired for cooling the corresponding parts 
in a pod-mounted nacelle wi th a short tailcone and tailpipe ( 63 ino)o 
The total water re~uirement for protecting J 35 and J47 engines 
ranged from 9 to 12 gallons depending on the size of the tail sections . 
The J 30 engi ne re~uired approximately 2 gallons of water . 
CRASH STUDY OF INERTING SYSTEMS FOR JET AIRPLANES 
Two types of airplanes were used in the study of the use of water 
for reducing the likeli hood of crash fires. Cargo airplanes (C-82) were 
fitted with pylon-mounted engi ne nacelles to simulate a jet bomber with 
pod- installed engines as shown i n figure 1 . Fighters (F - 84 ) wer e used 
to represent airplanes having engines submerged within their structures 
(fig . 3) 0 
Installation of Crash-Fire System 
The complete crash- fire protection system used in this crash study 
is shown schematically in figure 20 . The system comprised a water stor-
age and distribution system) a shutoff valve for the combustor fuel) an 
electric switch for de - energizing the battery and generator circuits) 
and a crash-actuated switch for turning on the protection system . In 
these tests this switch was exposed on the airplane . The switch struck 
a target at the crash barrier which operated the switch shortly after 
major airplane damage had begun . While this arrangement was suited for 
these experiments ) more elaborate means would be re~uired for actual 
airplane installations . A c omprehensive discussion of initiating systems 
for actuating crash-fire inerting systems is presented in reference 9 . 
In order to ensure that ID10wn ~uantities of water were applied at 
each engine ignition zone) the water for each zone was carried in a 
separate reservoir . Compressed gas for propelling the water was con-
tained in the reservoir . The gas space and pressure were designed to 
give an initial water flow rate with a subse~uent decline in the flow 
rate that was found experimentally to provide effective use of the water. 
Design compromises involving reservoir location) length of water distri-
bution lines ) reservoir pressure ) and re~uired ~uantity of water were 
made in order to stay within a 0 . 2-second time limit (after crash im-
pact) for the application of the water at the i gnition zones. This 
time limit was dictated by the normal lag involved in the functioning 
of the hardware components of the inerting system . Considerations of 
rate of fuel spread in the crash indicate that it is unlikely that 
combustible atmospheres will contact the engine ignition zones within 
this short interval of time . 
r---
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In three of the crashes of cargo airplanes fitted with J4 7 engines , 
the water reservoirs were carried in the wing root as shown in figure 
2l(a) . Flexible l ines j oined these reservoirs to the engines . In one 
crash in which arrangements were made to rip the engine from the wing, 
t he water re servoirs were strapped between the engine combustors a s shown 
in figure 21 (b) . 
Full-Scale Crashes 
The first crash in which this inerting system was evaluated was 
conducted with a C-82 equipped with J 47 engines . Shortly after the air-
plane passed through the crash barri er, t he right wing t ore free to pro-
duce the large volume of fuel mist shown in figure 22 (a) . Entry of fuel 
mist into the left engine occurred 3 . 0 seconds after barrier impact jus t 
as the airplane began to ground- loop (fig . 22 (b)). The condens ed water 
vapor pouring from the engine tailpipe indicated that the fire -prevention 
system was working . The pool of fuel at the inlet lips of the left en-
gi ne ( shown in fig . 22 (c)) represents some of the fuel that entered the 
engine inlet and then drained forward when the engine stopped . I n spite 
of the fuel that entered the engines and that which poured over the 
nacelles (fig . 22(d)) , no fire occurred . No fires occurred in two addi-
tional crashes conducted under the same circumstances . 
I t is evident that pylon-mounted engines on jet airplanes may part 
from the supporting wings in a crash . To determine whether fire protec-
tion could be provided to t he engine after separation, a crash was ar-
r anged in which the left engine nacelle was torn free . The entire 
nacelle inerting system was built into the nacelle and designed to 
function r egardless of the attitude assumed by the nacelle after sepa-
r ation from the airplane . 
For this crash special water reservoirs were made that would fit in 
the spaces between the combustors on the J4 7 engine. Some of the water 
reservoirs held to the combustors by metal bands are shown in figure 
21(b ). To ensure complete expulsi on of the water regardless of the 
nacelle orientation, reservoirs of the type shown in figure 23 were em-
ployed . Each consisted of a steel cylinder with a neoprene- fabric 
bladder insert. Water was retained in the steel cylinder while the 
volume of the bladder was filled with nitrogen gas at a pressure neces-
sary to give the desired water discharge rate. When the outlet valve 
was opened, the bladder expanded, forcing the water to flow . 
The airplane used in t he crash in which engine separation was to 
occur differed from the previous airplanes only in the changes in the 
water system, just described, for the left engine. A blade rigidly at-
tached to the bottom of the left nacelle was arranged to drag through 
an earth mound at the crash barrier and pull the engine from the wing. 
I, 
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Separation of the engine from the wing is shown in the picture se -
quence of the crash in figure 24 . After separati on ( f i g . 24(a)) t he 
engine tumbled in the fuel spraying into t he wake of the damaged wing 
(figs . 24(b ) and (c) ) and came to rest in the fuel -wetted slide path of 
the airplane (fig . 24 (d)). The plume of condensed water vapor at the 
tailpipe (fig . 24(a)) shows that the water inerting sys tem was actuated. 
No fire occurred . 
The crash technique for the F- 84 with protected engines was identi-
cal with that used in the crash with t he unprotected engine discussed in 
connection with figure 5 . The crash- fire protection sys tem for the en-
gine was the same as that for the cargo airplanes fitted with jet pods . 
The sequence of events following crash were the same for the F-84 
as for the cargo airplanes . Poles at t he cras h barrier ripped open the 
wing fuel tanks and produced the fuel mist shown in f i gure 25 (a ). 
Collapse of the nose gear allowed fuel from the t orn forward fuselage 
tank to enter the engine inlet . Vapor issuing from the tailpipe (fig . 
25 (b)) was provided in part by the fuel that passed through the engi ne 
from the damaged fuel tank adjacent to the engine inlet . Evaporation 
of water from the fire protection system contributed a large part of the 
vapors formed (fig. 25 (b)) . I nspection of the engine after crash showed 
the telltale dye stains left by the red-dyed fuel flowing through the 
compressor (fig. 26 ). No fire occurred. 
A second crash of an F-84 airplane equipped with the fire protec-
t i on system was conducted) again with no fire occurring. When the air-
plane came to rest beyond the crash barrier) complete wetting of the 
airplane by the red- dyed fuel was observed (fig. 27). 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
A study of the ignition of combustibles sucked into the inlets of 
turbojet engines having a s ize and compression ratio of the J 35) J4 7) 
and J 30 engines gave the following results : 
1 . The main gas stream through the engine moves too rapidly for 
ignition to occur on the hot metal within the engine . 
2 . I gnition may occur on the hot surfaces within t he engine down-
s tream of the compres s or in those zones not in the main gas stream . 
For t he engines s tudied these zones include the dome of the combus tor) 
the outside surfaces of the transition l iner) both faces of the turbine 
wheel ) the base diaphragm of the inner tailcone) and the interior of the 
inner tailcone . 
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3 . Outside surfaces of the tailcone and tai lpipe can ignite jet 
engine fuels and lubricants . 
17 
4 . A crash-fire protecti on system which de - energizes the electrical 
system} shuts off the fuel flow to the engine} and sprays coolant (water) 
over these hot surfaces proved effective in preventing fires . Fighter 
aircraf t with submerged engines and simulated bomber configurations with 
pylon-mounted nacelles were used in these studies . No fire occurred in 
the six crashes when the engi ne f i re prevention system was used . Fires 
did occur i n the two crashes i n which no engine protection was provided . 
Coolant r equirements ranged f r om about 9 to l2 gallons of water per en-
gine ( J 35 and J 47 engi nes ) dependi ng on the length of tailpipe to be 
cooled . 
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics 
Cl eveland} Ohio} J anuary lS} 1957 
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APPENDIX A 
ENG lNE TEMPERA'IURE SURVEY 
A first appraisal of the ignition potential of a surface is its 
temperature. Therefore, a complete temperature survey of the engine 
was made in order to determine where temperatures were high enough to 
cause ignition of aircraft-type combustibles. 
The hottest parts of the engine , when operated at rated conditions, 
were those which lay in the main gas stream downstream of the compres- I 
sor e The highest temperat ures (f i g . 7) were measured on the primary 
zone of the combustion liner, on the bend in the transition liner where 
the hot gases leaving the combustor impinge, and on the turbine nozzle 
vanes . Temperatures as high as 16600 and 17400 F were found on the 
transition liner and the adjacent turbine nozzle vanes , respectively . 
The stagnation gas temperature at the moving turbine blades was less 
than the stagnation temperature at stationary engine members in the 
same gas stream. The temperature of the blades was correspondingly 
lower, being about 13700 F for the hottest parts of the blade . The 
gases leaving the turbine were reduced in temperature because of the 
turbine work that had been done. Therefore, the temperature of the 
inner tail cone at location A on figure 7 was about 4000 cooler than the 
turbine nozzle vanes. The temperature was about 13500 F at the hottest 
point of the inner cone and about 11500 F at its coolest point. 
The largest temperature gradients occurred within the combustor 
(fig . 7) where some metal was in contact with the relatively cool 
combustor- inlet air and other metal was heated by the combustor flame . 
The maximum temperatures recorded were about 8000 F on the dome, about 
15000 F on the primary section of the combustor liner, and about 13000 
F at the outlet . The lower temperatures at the combustor liner outlet 
were produced by the cooler secondary combustor air. 
Engine parts not in the main gas stream were heated mostly by con-
duction. The turbine wheel was the most massive engine part heated this 
way . The radial variation in temperature on the surface of the turbine 
wheel, shown in figure 28, resulted from the fact that the heat conduc-
tion was from the wheel rim to the relatively cool hub. The data shown 
were obtained with the engine operating at rated sea-level conditions. 
The turbine-wheel surface temperature varied from approximately 9800 F 
at the rim to about 6050 F at a point midway between the rim and hub. 
Cooling air from the compressor applied to the hub to protect the engine 
bearings maintained this temperature pattern. 
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The inner-cone base diaphragm} lying opposite the turbine} was al-
so heated by conduction. In general} the temperature decreased from 
the rim toward the diaphragm center which also received some cooling by 
the air applied to the turbine hub . 
When the fuel flow t o the operating engine combustor was shut of f} 
the engine parts declined i n temperature. Those components which lay 
in the main gas stream cooled more rapidly than those which did not. 
This rapid decline in temperature was due to the cooler air now flowing 
through the engine and the generally low heat capacity of these parts. 
A history of the temperature of engine parts lying in the main gas 
stream is shown in figure 29. Fuel shutoff occurred at zero second} 
and the temperatures indicated were the maximum recorded anywhere on the 
component at the time noted. The hottest section of the combustion-
chamber liner cooled from 15000 to 6000 F in 2~ seconds. It took over 
30 seconds for the transition-liner temperature to decline from 16600 
to 6000 F. In 30 seconds the turbine nozzle-vane temperature dropped 
from a maximum temperature of 17500 to 6450 F. The rotating turbine 
blade temperature fell from 13700 to 6000 F ' in 16 seconds . Inner-cone 
skin temperatures declined from 13400 to 6400 F in 30 seconds . 
Engine parts not located in the main gas stream declined in tem-
perature at much slower rates (fig. 30). The hottest part of the tur-
bine wheel was initially at 9800 F and dropped only 1000 F i n 30 seconds 
after fuel flow to the engine had stopped. The turbine wheel remained 
above t he ignition temperature of JP-4 fuel for 30 minutes after the 
engine was shut down . The large mass of the turbine disk contributed 
to its s l ow cooling rate. The inner-cone base diaphragm exhibited the 
same s low rate of cooling . Its maximum temperature was 9100 F and 
cooled only approximately 1150 F in 30 seconds. 
Experimental crashes conduc ted with piston- and jet-engine air-
planes showed that fuel mists that might be drawn into the engine inlet 
exist during the first 15 seconds after impact with the barrier. In 
this time the airplane decelerates to a stop and the wind clears the 
fuel mist from the crash zone. During this hazardous period these en-
gine temperature data show that practically all the metal downstream of 
the combustor inlet is above the laboratory measured ignition tempera-
ture of jet fuels and hydrocarbon lubricants. 
Unsafe zones on the external surfaces of engines having a compres-
sion ratio of 5 or less extend from the turbine section to the tailpipe 
exit. Airplane combustibles that contact this section of the engine 
case ignite. In engines of higher compression ratios unsafe engine 
case temperatures may extend downstream from the last compressor stages. 
J 
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Temperatures must exceed 6000 F for ignition to occur readily on the en-
gine case) because it is moderately ventilated. This fact was established 
by many i gnition trials on the external engine surfaces. 
Temperature measurements made on the external skin of the J47 en-
gine (fig. 31) indicated that the tailcone and tailpipe temperatures re-
mained above 6000 F for more than 30 seconds after the fuel to the com-
bustor was shut off. Temperatures of the engine case upstream of the 
tailcone and tailpipe were usually below 6000 F (fig . 32). Although the 
turbine case reached a maximum temperature of 6000 F and remained so for 
10 seconds after the fuel was shut off (fig. 31), no ignitions were ex-
perienced here. 
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APPENDIX B 
PRELIMINARY EVAWATION OF PROBABILITY OF HOT-SURFACE IGNITION 
The data on contact time required for ignition~fig. 8) can be used 
to obtain an approximation of the probability of hot-metal ignition of 
combust ibles sucked into the engine inlet. The engine metal temperatures 
are known from the measurements given in figures 29 and 30. The contact 
time can be computed from the known mass airflow through the engine (fig. 
33). From the airflow data for the J35 engine and the engine geometry, 
the local air velocity through the engine downstream of the turbine in-
let was plotted and appears in figure 9. Velocities were calculated only 
at the engine stations marked on the sketch. Each line connecting the 
symbols provides the velocity distribution through the engine at the time 
indicated. It is interesting to note that at 3 seconds after fuel 'shut-
off the velocity at the compressor exit was slightly higher than at the 
compressor inlet. This was due to the fact that the turbine-inlet total 
temperature had fallen to the point where it caused a large drop in 
compressor-exit static pressure. The lower static pressure was the domi-
nant influence on the speedup in airflow. 
This analysis does not consider the increase in contact time re-
sulting from recirculation of gases in the combustor-dome area or ap-
proximately the first 30 percent of the combustor. However, the con-
tact time available in the aft 70 percent of the combustor might be 
considered conservative, since the indicated contact time was based on 
the total length of the combustor. A required contact time may be 
picked from the data in figure 8(a), if the entire liner is considered 
to be at the maximum temperature shown on figure 29. A crude analysis 
of this type for the first 7 seconds after fuel shutoff is shown in 
figure 10, which indicates that the gas stream moved through the com-
bustor liner too quickly to allow a sufficient contact time for ignition 
from the hot metal. Ignition is considered likely when the available 
contact time equals or exceeds the required contact time. 
A similar analysis for the other engine components showed that the 
contact time of the main gas stream in each component was too short for 
ignition to occur. This analysis by components was based on the assump-
tion that the fuel-air mixture in contact with the hot metal in passage 
through one component is no longer in contact in passage through the 
next. 
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APPENDIX C 
METHOD OF LOCATING IGNITION ZONES WITHIN ENGINE 
Inspection of most turbojets shows that the engine interior is 
divided into well-defined cavities, some of which are in flow communica-
tion. The airflow direction through these cavities is also well defined, 
so that they can be considered to be arranged in order. Each can be 
recognized to be upstream or downstream with r espect to another. For 
this reason each of the cavities could be explored separately by the 
following techni~ue for the ignition hazard it presents. 
The ignition hazard presented by each cavity was studied by install-
ing a fuel spray system in each cavity to produce a combustible atmos-
phere as desired . A separate system was also installed to apply cooling 
water to the hot surfaces in the cavity or to provide a water spray in 
the cavity space . 
The engine cavity farthest downstream, the inner tailcone, was 
studied first. The arrangements used for the J30 tailcone are shown 
schematically in figure 34 . A fuel system) consisting of a single tube 
and nozzle, was arranged to spray fuel in measured ~uantities into the 
cavity of the tailcone to produce a combustible atmosphere. In addition, 
three water spray nozzles were installed facing the upstream direction. 
Since the J30 engine has no base diaphragm, the downstream face of the 
turbine wheel must be taken as a bounding surface of this cavity. The 
upstream water nozzle was arranged to spray water on the turbine wheel 
to avoid ignition from this source. 
In this study of internal ignition zones the engine was run at rated 
condi tions until temperature e~uilibrium was established. The fuel flow 
to the combustor was stopped, and 0 . 2 second later the fuel spray i n the 
tailcone cavity was turned on. Ignition of this fuel occurred in the 
tailcone . The process was repeated with increasing intervals between 
engine combustor fuel shutoff and the beginning of fuel spray into the 
cone cavity. Ignitions were obtained up to 20 seconds after the combus-
tor fuel was shut off. 
Following this evaluation of the tailcone interior as an ignition 
hazard the runs were repeated, but this time the water sprays were also 
turned on with the fuel spray in the tailcone. Initially, sufficient 
water was used to ensure absence of ignition. By progressively reducing 
the water ~uantity in repeated runs a minimum water requirement was 
established below which ignition would sometimes occur. 
The next upstream ignition zone is the cavity of the engine contain-
ing the turbine wheel. In order to provide positive identification of 
-. 
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the ignition surfaces in the turbine-wheel cavity, a fuel spray was in-
stalled to fill the cavity with a combustible atmosphere. Runs were 
made similar to those described for studying the inner tailcone. The 
water spray system in the inner tailcone was always used to ensure that 
no ignition would occur in this zone. Repeated runs were made in which 
fuel was sprayed into the turbine-wheel cavity following fuel shutoff t o 
the engine combustor. Evaluation of the smallest quantity of cooling 
water for the turbine that was required to prevent ignition was obtained 
in the manner described for the tailcone. These quantities may be in-
fluenced by the method of water distribution employed. In order to pro-
vide a margin of safety for crash experiments, quantities of water above 
the minimum were used. These are tabulated in table I. 
Each of the engine cavities was studied in turn by proceeding up-
stream in this way. The zones that presented ignition potential were 
identified and inerted. 
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T.4BLE I. - WATER QUANTITIES USED FOR INERTING 
ENG INE COMPONENTS 
Internal Engine 
engine J30 J35 J47 
components 
Water Duration Water Duration Water Duration 
quan- of flow, quan- of flow, quan- of flow, 
tity, sec tity, sec tity, sec 
gal gal gal 
Combustor domes 0.25 0 . 5-l.8 3 3 3 3 
Transition liners 
and turbine-inlet 
vanes 0.03 0.5-l.8 1 14 1 14 
Turbine wheel: 
Rapid flow 1 5 1 5 
Slow flow 0.89 2.5 2 30 2 30 
Inner tailcone 
interior 0.2 2.5 0 0 35 39 - --
External Engine (airplane installation) 
engine 
J30 J35 J47 Pylon components (F-84) installation 
(C-82) 
Iwater Duration Water Duration Water Duration 
quan- of flow, quan- of flow, quan- of flow, 
tity, sec tity, sec tity, sec 
gal gal gal 
Tailcone } 0.7 6 {~.5 7 } 2 5 Tailpipe 3.6 
Total water 
required, gal 2.07 il.8 9 
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engines 
_ ..... _____ C-43917 
(a) Front view . 
(b) Side view. 
Figure 1. - Jet engines pylon-mounted to wing of cargo a irplane. 
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(a) Airplane contacting barrier. 
(c) Fuel mist entering left engine, 2 . 5 
seconds after initia l impact. 
(e) Fire spread to fuel mist issuing from 
left wing, 2.8 seconds after initial 
impact . 
(b) Fuel-mist cloud, 0 . 8 second after 
initial impact . 
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(d) Fire at engine inlet and t a ilpipe of 
left engine, 2.6 seconds after initia l 
impact. 
(f) Spread of fire, 4 . 0 seconds after 
initial impact . C-43826 
Figure 2. - Development of crash- fire in simulated jet bomber. 
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___ C-4392l 
Figure 3. - F-84 Fighter a irplane used in crash-fire investigation. 
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/ CS- 9614/ 
Tank cutter 
Driving strut 
Figure 4 . - Schematic diagram of F-84 tank-cutting mechanism. 
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(a) Wing-tank fuel spillage, 0 .35 second 
after initial impact. 
(c) Wing-tank fuel mist, 1.10 seconds after 
initial impact. 
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(b) Flames a t engine t a ilpipe, 0.75 second 
after initial impact. 
m 
(d) Spread of fire, 2 .15 seconds after 
initial impact . 
C-43827 
Figure 5. - Development of cra sh-fire in jet fighter. 
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(a ) Ta ilpipe . (b) Inlet . 
Figure 13. - Flames issuing from engine following explosive ignition of fuel within engine. 
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Figure 14. - Fuel ignition on tailcone surface. 
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Figure 15 . - Combustion-chamber water spray nozzle (J47 engine) . 
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(a ) Located in wing root of C-82 cargo airplane. 
(b) Secured to J47 engine. 
Figure 21. - Water reservoirs. 
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(a ) Fuel mist dischar ging f rom torn wing, 
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(b) Entry of fuel mist into left engine, 
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Figure 22. - Crash of C-82 with jet engines equipped with inerting system. 
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Figure 24 . - Separation of J47 engine from C- 82 wing in crash. 
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Figure 25 . - Cr a sh of F- 84 with J35 inerting system installed . 
Figure 26 . - Fuel-dye stains on J35- engine compressor following F- 84 crash. 
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Figure 27. - Extensive fuel wetting of F- 84 following crash with inerting system. 
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Figure 30. - History of maximum temperatures on turbine disk and inner- cone base diaphragm. 
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Figure 34 . - Sketch of typical equipment used to study ignition hazard (330 inner tail cone). 
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